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A RETURN TO THE HIGH SEAS

Made in various series from the original version of 1968 to the 

final full production model of 1983, the Skipper was once a 

familiar sight on the wrists of professional and amateur sailors 

alike – and exactly 40 years after it disappeared from the 


TAG Heuer catalogue, the beloved Skipper is back.



Super-LumiNova®

The hands are treated with Super-LumiNova®, which 

ensures optimum legibility in any conditions, day or 

night.

BRACELET

The timepiece comes with a high-end, resistant textile 

strap.

MOVEMENT

Crafted for high-performance like every TAG Heuer 

sports watch, the Skipper edition integrates the Calibre 

TH20-06 movement with bi-directional winding and 80 

hours of power reserve. All set to sail the seven seas 

with absolute confidence.

DIAL

Set against the Signature Carrera Blue dial, the three-

color regatta countdown indicator combines a vivid 

orange segment alerting the crew on the 5 minutes 

remaining before departure, a green one to recall the 

boat’s rigging, and light teal to echo the color of the 

Intrepid’s deck - the America's Cup boat that inspired 

the original Skipper watch in 1968. The perfect blend of 

style and function.

SIGNATURE GLASSBOX DESIGN

Integrating the distinctive 'glassbox' design featured on 

the TAG Heuer Carrera, the watch sports an ultra-clear 

curved glass flange from edge to edge, offering rapid 

time-telling, even while taming the strong ocean winds.

KEY FEATURES



For the 1967 America’s Cup match, Heuer became the 

official timing partner of the “Intrepid” boat, and provided 

the crew with a set of hand-held yachting stop watches 

and equipped her crew with Aquastar wrist watches. 


The Intrepid went on to win the event by a decisive four 

races to nil – in celebration of which Heuer produced the 

Skipper chronograph.



REFERENCE

CBS2213.FN6002

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH20-06 Automatic


FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, 

chronograph

CASE


Bezel free construction 


Steel fine brushed, polished case


Glassbox domed sapphire crystal 

with double anti-reflective treatment

DIAL


Blue circular brushed dial

SIZE


39 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


100 m

BRACELET


Blue fabric strap 


Fine brushed, polished steel 

folding clasp with double safety 

pushbuttons
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